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a b s t r a c t
We define a class of algebras over finite fields, called polynomially
cyclic algebras, which extend the class of abelian field extensions.
We study the structure of these algebras; furthermore, we define
and investigate properties of Lagrange resolvents and Gauss and
Jacobi sums.
Natural examples of polynomially cyclic algebras are for
instance algebras of the form Fp[X]/(Fq(X))where p, q are distinct
odd primes and Fq is the q-th cyclotomic polynomial. Further
examples occur similarly on replacing the cyclotomic polynomials
with factors of division polynomials of elliptic curves. Finally, Gauss
and Jacobi sums over polynomially cyclic algebras are applied for
improving current algorithms for counting the number of points of
elliptic curves over finite fields.
© 2010 Published by Elsevier Ltd
1. Introduction
The theory of polynomially cyclic algebras, which we shall develop in this paper and which we
use for defining Lagrange resolvents and Gauss sums over finite fields and rings, in a broader context,
found its motivation in applications to point counting, on elliptic curves. In a slightly different setting,
it was used by the Morain, Schost and the first author in Mihăilescu et al. (2007), for improving the
discrete logarithm stage of the SEA algorithm. In that paper, cyclic algebras were defined as images
modulo a prime ideal, of the integers of some global, relative abelian extension; accordingly, the term
used there was ‘algebras with abelian lift’. Meanwhile we found several more applications to point
counting and primality testing and it appears useful to define an intrinsic notion of algebras over finite
fields which does not depend on finding any – implicit or explicit – abelian lift. Since these algebras
together with the Lagrange resolvents and Gauss sums defined in them have a list of properties that
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need to be investigated and proved independently of applications, the primary purpose of this paper is
just this: to define the intrinsic generalization of the algebras with abelian lifts defined in Mihăilescu
et al. (2007) and derive the structure and properties of galois groups and various resolvents. Particular
attention is given to the algebras related to division point extensions and their relation to point
counting on elliptic curves; this is natural, since some important algorithmic applications which we
shall present in subsequent papers use this very frame. It is however not the purpose of the paper to
descend to the algorithmic details of the ideas presented and, for instance, provide explicit procedures
and run times. Instead, this will be done together with the presentation of implementation results in
later papers, of which Mihăilescu et al. (2007) can be considered a predecessor.
1.1. Basic material
We shall first briefly review some general facts on elliptic curves over finite fields, and the
algorithms of Schoof and of Schoof, Elkies and Atkin (SEA) for counting points. We refer the reader
to textbooks such as (Cox, 1989; Silverman, 1986; Washington, 2005) for the general topics and to
the original papers (Schoof, 1985, 1995) for a presentation of the algorithms.
Let p be an odd prime. Consider the elliptic curve
E : Y 2 = F(X) with F(X) = X3 + AX + B, A, B ∈ Fp, (1)
defined over Fp.We assume that E is ordinary, i.e. not singular and not supersingular; moreover, E
will always be identified with its set of points E(Fp) over Fp. It is a classical fact that E has an abelian
group structure: we will denote the neutral element (point at infinity) by O and multiplication of a
point P ∈ E by c ∈ Z as [c]P.
The Frobenius map φp : x 7→ xp induces an endomorphism of E and verifies (e.g. Silverman, 1986)
a quadratic equation in the endomorphism ring:
χ(φp) = φ2p − t · φp + p = 0, t ∈ Z. (2)
The Hasse–Weil bound gives |t| < 2√p. The number of points over Fp of the curve is
| E(Fp) | = χ(1) = p− t + 1, (3)
and is thus determined by the value of t .
Let L = `k be a prime power, with ` 6= p, and let E[L] = {P ∈ E |[L]P = O} be the
L-torsion of the curve; then E[L] ∼= Z/(L · Z) × Z/(L · Z) and φp induces a linear map of this
Z/L · Z-module. We will denote by χL(T ) the characteristic polynomial of this linear map; clearly,
χL(T ) = (χ(T ) mod L) ∈ Z/(L·Z)[T ]. The idea of Schoof consists in computing t mod L for sufficiently
many small prime (powers) L, using the structure of E[L], and then retrieving t using the Chinese
Remainder Theorem (CRT).
We let from now on, for simplicity, k = 1; thus L = `, Z/(L · Z) = F` is a field, E[`] is a two-
dimensional F`-vector space. Let∆ = t2 − 4p be the discriminant of χ(T ).
If
(
∆
`
) = 1, then ` is called an Elkies prime for p; in this case there are two points P,Q ∈ E[`],
called eigenpoints, with the property that φp(P) = [λ]P, φp(Q ) = [µ]Q and λ,µ ∈ F×` are the zeros
of χ`(T ). Since λ+ µ = t (mod `) and λµ = p (mod `) it suffices to determine only one of them. So
one is led to solve the following discrete logarithm problem:
[λ]P = φp(P) = (Ppx , Ppy ). (4)
If
(
∆
`
) = −1 (in this case we call l an Atkin prime), then the roots of χ`(T ) are in F×`2 \F`. In particular,
there are no eigenpoints P ∈ E[`]. For any P ∈ E[`], letting Q = φp(P) ∈ E[`] we get that {P,Q } is
an F`-basis of E[`].
Throughout this paper, we will consider a special class of polynomials, ad hoc called ray
polynomials, defined as follows. If P ∈ E[`], P 6= O is some `-torsion point, its ray polynomial is
EP(X) =
(`−1)/2∏
a=1
(X − ([a]P)x) ∈ Fp[X]. (5)
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Notice that the ray polynomial depends only on the F`-subspace of E[`] spanned by P. Next we look
at the field of definition of EP , that is the smallest finite field K such that EP(X) ∈ K[X]. To do that,
we recall the following facts.
Let Φ˜`(X, Y ) ∈ Z[X, Y ] be the modular polynomial (also called the modular equation); see e.g. Cox
(1989). We will denote its reduction modulo p by Φ`(X, Y ) ∈ Fp[X, Y ]. Also, by a slight abuse of
language, we will use the same name (modular polynomial) for the polynomial Φ(X) := Φ`(j, X) ∈
Fp[X] of degree `+ 1, where j is the j-invariant of some given elliptic curve.
The following theorem,which combines results from the propositions 6.1 and 6.2 in Schoof (1995),
gives the factorization patterns ofΦ`(X) depending on∆.
Theorem 1 (Schoof, 6.1, 6.2). Let E be an elliptic curve over Fp. Suppose that its j-invariant j is not
supersingular and that j 6= 0 or 1728. Then:
(1) The polynomial Φ`(j, T ) has a zero j˜ ∈ Fpr if and only if the kernel C of the corresponding isogeny
E → E/C is a one-dimensional eigenspace of φrp in E[`].
(2) The polynomialΦ`(j, T ) splits completely in Fpr if and only if φrp acts as a scalar matrix on E[`].
(3) Let Φ`(j, T ) = ∏sk=1 hk(T ) be the factorization of Φ`(j, T ) ∈ Fp[T ] as a product of irreducible
polynomials. Then there are the following possibilities for the degrees of hk:
1. (1, `) and∆ ≡ 0 mod `. In this case φp acts like an upper triangular matrix.
2. (1, 1, r, r, . . . , r)with r | (`− 1) and φp acting on E[`] as a diagonal matrix:M` = diag (λ, µ)
with λ,µ ∈ F×` , while
(
∆
`
) = 1.
3. (r, r, . . . , r) with r > 1. In this case,(
∆
`
)
= −1(and r | (`+ 1)).
As a consequence, we get that:
– if
(
∆
`
) = 0 or 1, then there exists some point P ∈ E[`], P 6= O, such that EP(X) ∈ Fp[X];
– if
(
∆
`
) = −1, then for any point P ∈ E[`], P 6= O, the polynomial EP(X) belongs toK[X],
with [K : Fp] = r where r is the degree of any irreducible factor hk.
Letting K be either Fp (in the Elkies case) or Fpr (in the Atkin case) we see that there exists a point
P ∈ E[`] such that EP(X) ∈ K[X] (actually, in the Atkin case this is true for any point P ∈ E[`]). Thus
the computation of the trace t of Frobenius is posed in K[X]/(EP(X)); recall that in the Elkies case, it
suffices to find just the eigenvalue corresponding to P .
One may assume that the polynomial EP(X) is precomputed; this can be achieved by algorithms
as in Bostan et al. (2008). Thus, one is led to solve a discrete logarithm problem in the algebra
K[X]/(EP(X)). The goal of this paper is to show how Lagrange resolvents in polynomially cyclic algebras
(see below for the exact definitions) can be used to speed up computations.
Throughout this paper, all fields will be finite — although many results can be easily extended to a more
general case.
1.2. Motivation and related work
Hendrik Lenstra developed in 1984 (Lenstra Jr., 1985) a theoretical framework for the galois
extensions of étale algebras over finite fields. The galois theoretic concepts are very general and
encompass the applications that motivated also this paper. The algorithmic applications are not a
direct concern of that paper — for instance, the Berlekamp algorithm is still suggested for the factoring
of cyclotomic polynomials over finite fields, although, as was shown later by Bosma and van der Hulst
(1990) and the first author Mihăilescu (1997), more efficient algorithms are available in that case, due
exactly to the galois structure developed by Lenstra. The concepts of Lenstrawere successfully applied
not only in the theory of cyclotomy primality proving, but also yield an elegant setting for explaining
and improving upon the celebrated primality test of Agrawal et al. (2004).
However, Lenstra’s concepts of galois extensions of ringswere not used in algorithmic applications
beyond the simple scope of cyclotomy. A possible application concerns the fusion of the cyclotomy
primality test with the one based on elliptic curves. Such a fusion is possible using the galois theory
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of rings, but brings no direct improvement. However, with an additional construction based upon
the use of dual elliptic primes, it is shown by the first author in Mihăilescu (2007) that one obtains
a probabilistic primality test which runs in the expected run time O((log(n))3+o(1), where n is the
test prime. This improves upon the state of the art by an order of magnitude. Another application to
elliptic curves is presented in Mihăilescu et al. (2007), where galois theory is used in order to improve
the discrete logarithm step in the point counting algorithm SEA of Schoof, Elkies and Atkin. Finally,
the concept of elliptic curve Gauss sums, which we introduce in this paper, leads to a conceptual
simplification of the primality algorithm in Mihăilescu (2007) and to a galois theoretic approach to
the discrete logarithm step in the SEA algorithm, both for points of Elkies type and ones of Atkin type.
In primality testing, the elliptic Gauss sums allow ahomogeneous treatment of the pseudo-prime tests
of cyclotomic and elliptic kind, occurring in Mihăilescu (2007), leading to the possibility of combining
several tests of different kinds. This has a favorable impact on the practical run time of the algorithm,
in the range of constants.
The concepts thatwe develop in this paper are thusmotivated by the three applicationsmentioned
above. A rudimentary version is found in Mihăilescu et al. (2007), where global lifts of extensions of
finite fieldswereused. For several reasons,whichweexplain below,we take in this paper the approach
of giving an intrinsic definition of polynomial cyclic algebras, over a finite fields Fp. One immediate
application which will be presented in a separate paper, together with implementation details and
results, will allow using galois theory also for improving the point counting algorithm for the Atkin
case.
The purpose of this paper is thus to present a conceptual framework of polynomial cyclic algebras
over finite fields, which has already been successfully used in several applications, and is reduced to
a minimum of theoretical background, chosen so as to support direct applications. Given the variety
of existing applications, the development of a supporting framework is of general use and should not
be limited to the existing applications.
Consider a rational prime p and f ∈ Q[X] which has equal degree factorization over Fp. Then
Fp[X]/(f ) is a typical example of a polynomially cyclic algebra. For instance if f = Φ`(X) is the
modular equation and ` is an Atkin prime for p, then A = Fp[X]/(Φ`) is polynomially cyclic. Is there
some global extension L/K and a prime ideal (p) ⊂ ℘ ⊂ O(K) such that Fq = O(L)/ (℘O(L))? In
such case, the extension should be abelian and Gal (A/Fp) ∼= Gal (L/K). For the modular equation,
the answer is given in general by the Deuring lift, but an explicit construction is not possible. This is a
prime indication of the fact that an intrinsic definition of cyclic polynomial algebras over finite fields
is preferable. The case of themodular equationmay in fact be quite particular, while polynomials with
equal degree factorization are not. The following related question is interesting in this context:
Problem 1. Let p be a rational prime, f ∈ Z[X] a polynomial with equal degree factorization over p
with discriminant coprime to p and letA = Fp[X]/(f ), with f ∈ Fp[X], the image of f under reduction
modulo p. IfK ⊂ L are number fields and℘ ⊂ O(K) is a prime ideal above p such thatO(K)/℘ = Fp
and O(L)/ (℘O(L)) = A, we say that L/K is an abelian lift of A/Fp.
Do abelian lifts exist in general? Can one formulate a set of additional conditions on f which grant
the existence of abelian lifts?
2. Polynomially cyclic algebras
Some results in this section can be seen as a mild generalization of those in Herzer (1993).
Definition 1. Let K be a (finite) field and let f (X) ∈ K[X] be a polynomial of degree n. Assume
that there exists a polynomial C(X) ∈ K[X] (whose m-th iterate C ◦ C . . . ◦ C︸ ︷︷ ︸
m times
will be denoted by
C (m)(X), m > 0) such that the following properties are verified:
A. f (C(X)) ≡ 0 mod f (X).
B. C (n)(X)− X ≡ 0 mod f (X) and (C (m)(X)− X, f (X)) = 1 form < n.
Then the K-algebra A = K[X]/(f (X)) is called a polynomially cyclic algebra with cyclicity
polynomial C(X) — and f (X) is called a cyclic polynomial.
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Example. Every irreducible polynomial f ∈ K[X] is cyclic and C(X) = Xq, where q is the number of
elements in K.
Remark. If a polynomial f ∈ K[X] is cyclic and L/K is any extension, then f (X) is cyclic also seen as
a polynomial in L[X] (and has also C(X) as a cyclicity polynomial).
Theorem 2. The following are equivalent:
(1) f is cyclic.
(2) There exists some polynomial C ∈ K[X] such that C permutes cyclically the roots of f , i.e. for anyα ∈ K
a root of f we have that C(α) is also a root of f and the elements {C (j)(α)}j=1,...,n are distinct (hence they
are all the roots of f ).
(3) The same as (2), but for some α; i.e. there exist C ∈ K[X] and α ∈ K a root of f such that C(α) is also
a root of f and the elements {C (j)(α)}j=1,...,n are distinct.
(4) f has equal degree factorization and the irreducible factors of f are distinct.
(1) ⇒ (2) Obviously, if α is a root of f then C(α) is a root of f from property A. The elements
in {C (j)(α)}j=1,...,n are distinct, since otherwise C (j)(α) = C (i)(α) for some j > i would imply that
C (j−i)(α) = α so C (j−i)(X)− X would have a common factor with f (X), contradiction with B.
(2) ⇒ (1) First notice that f has no multiple roots, from the assumption that {C (j)(α)}j=1,...,n are
distinct. Let α be a root of f ; since C(α) is also a root of f and since all roots of f are simple, we get
the point A. Since {C (j)(α)}j=1,...,n are all the roots of f there exists some d such that C (d)(α) = α. If
d < n then C (d+1)(α) = C(α), a contradiction with the assumption that {C (j)(α)}j=1,...,n are distinct.
So for any α a root of f we have C (n)(α) = α, that is C (n)(X) − X ≡ 0 mod f (X). Eventually, if(
C (m)(X)− X, f (X)) 6= 1 for some m < n, by taking β as a root of (C (m)(X)− X, f (X)) we see that
C (m)(β) = β hence C (m)(β) = C (n)(β); a contradiction.
(2)⇒ (3) is obvious. For (3)⇒ (2) let β be some arbitrary root of f . Then there exists 1 ≤ j ≤ n
such that β = C (j)(α). But then C(β) = C (j+1)(α) so C(β) is also a root of f . If the elements
{C (l)(β)}l=1,...,n were not distinct, then from C (l)(β) = C (t)(β) for some 1 ≤ t < l ≤ n it would
follow that C (l+j)(α) = C (t+j)(α) and so C (l−t)(α) = α, in contradiction with the fact that the C (j)(α)
are distinct.
(3) ⇒ (4) Let g|f be some irreducible factor of f and α ∈ K a root of g. Since K is finite, we see
thatK[α] is the decomposition field of g. But from (1) we get thatK[α] is also the decomposition field
L of f . For each irreducible factor g we have deg(g) = [K[α] : K] = [L : K] which is independent of
g. Now the factors are distinct since f has only simple roots, so f has equal degree factorization.
(4) ⇒ (1) Let f = ∏dk=1 hk with hk irreducible for all k. Let F := K[X]/(hk); since f has equal
degree factorization, [F : K] is independent of k, and since K is finite, F is independent (up to
isomorphisms) of k. Fix some generator τ ∈ Gal(F/K) and αk ∈ F a root of hk for each k = 1, . . . , d.
Then there exist polynomials Pi ∈ K[X], i = 1, . . . , d, such thatαi+1 = Pi(αi), for i = 1, . . . d−1, and
τ(α1) = Pd(αd). Since the factors {hk} are distinct, one has K[x]/(f ) '∏dk=1 K[X]/(hk);we get from
the CRT that there exists some polynomial C such that C(X) ≡ Pk(X) mod f (X) for all k = 1, . . . , d.
One verifies easily that C(X) is a cyclicity polynomial for f (X).
Consequence. Let f be a cyclic polynomial and g|f . Then g is cyclic; indeed, g has also equal degree
factorization.
The above theorem gives an efficient way of testing whether a given polynomial is cyclic. We will
use it to show that polynomials of two types are cyclic: (factors of) cyclotomic polynomials and ray
polynomials.
Example 1. Let f ∈ Z[X] be an irreducible monic polynomial such that L := Q[X]/(f (X)) is a
galois extension of Q. Then the reduction of f to any prime p which does not divide the (absolute)
discriminant of L has equal degree factorization. Consequently, the reduction of f (X) modulo any
prime p as above is a cyclic polynomial.
Example 2. Let q be an odd prime power and Fq(X) ∈ Z[X] be the q-th cyclotomic polynomial. Let
g ∈ (Z/q · Z)∗ generate the multiplicative group and C(X) = Xg . Then for any prime p such that
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(p, q) = 1 the reduction of Fq(X) to Fp is cyclic and has C(X) as cyclicity polynomial. It follows that
Fq(X) is cyclic as a polynomial in K[X] for any finite field of characteristic prime to q.
Let H ⊂ (Z/q ·Z)∗ be a subgroup, ξ˜ ∈ K a primitive q-th root of unity and suppose thatK is a field
such that K(X) =∏h∈H(X − ξ˜ h) ∈ K[X]with (char(K), q) = 1. Let g ∈ H generate the subgroup and
C(X) = Xg . We see at once that (K, K(X), C(X)) is a cyclic algebra over K.
Example 3. Let E be an ordinary elliptic curve. Themultiplication of a point P = (Px, Py) ∈ E, P 6= O,
by n ∈ N on the curve is described by a pair of rational functions which can be computed explicitly
by recursion (see e.g. Washington (2005)):
[n]P =
(
an(Px)
f 2n (Px)
, Py · bn(Px)f 3n (Px)
)
, an(X), bn(X), fn(X) ∈ Fp[X].
The division polynomial fn(X) ∈ Fp[X] has the property that
P ∈ E[n] ⇔ fn(Px) = 0. (6)
In particular, for prime ` and 1 < c < ` we have (fc(X), f`(X)) = 1. Let M(X),N(X) be such that
M(X)fc(X) + N(X)f`(X) = 1; define mc(X) as the remainder modulo f`(X) of ac(X)M2(X). It follows
that ([c]P)x = mc(Px) for all P ∈ E[`]. Now let EP(X) be a ray polynomial as in (5). Fix c , a generator
of F∗`/{±}; since mc(X) is cyclically permuting the roots of EP(X), it follows that EP(X) is a cyclic
polynomial with cyclicity factor mc(X). In this case we consider the remainder of mc(X) on division
by EP(X), which is a cyclicity factor, that we denote also bymc(X).
We next describe some properties of polynomially cyclic algebras.
Theorem 3. Let (K, f (X), C(X)) define a polynomially cyclic algebra A = K[X]/(f (X)) and let ω :=
X mod f (X). Then:
(1) The cyclicity polynomial C(X) induces an automorphism of K-algebras ν : A → A of order n
by ω 7→ C(ω). We will denote the group of automorphisms of A generated by ν as Gal(A/K), i.e.
Gal(A/K) := 〈ν〉.
(2)We have Fix(ν) = K, that is ν(α) = α ⇒ α ∈ K.
(3) Let $ ∈ K be a root of f (X) and L = K[$ ]. If d := [L : K] and m := n/d, then there is an
isomorphism of K-algebras γ : A→∏m−1j=0 L with
γ (ω) = ($, C($), C (2)($), . . . , C (m−1)($)) . (7)
(1) Consider the morphism ϕ of K-algebras ϕ : K[X] → K[X] uniquely defined by ϕ(X) = C(X).
Then condition A in the definition implies that ϕ induces a K-algebra morphism ν : K[X]/(f (X))→
K[X]/(f (X)). Condition B of the definition of cyclic polynomials implies that νn = idA and hence ν
is an automorphism. Now if νm = idA for somem < n we would get that C (m)(X)− X is divisible by
f (X), a contradiction; hence ν has order n.
(2) Let α = ∑n−1i=0 ai$ i = a(X) mod f (X) be some element fixed by ν. From ν(α) = α we get that
f (X)| (a(C(X))− a(X)) ;we see by induction that
a(C (k)($)) = a($) for all k,
and thus, since C (k)($) (k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1) are distinct we get that a(X) − a($) has n >
deg(a(X)− a($)) roots. Thus a(X)must be constant.
(3) First notice that no two elements in the set {$, C($), . . . , C (m−1)($)} are roots of the same
irreducible factor of f . Indeed, assume that C (i)($) and C (j)($) are roots for the same irreducible
factor h(X) of f (X) for some 0 ≤ i < j ≤ m − 1; by cyclicity it follows that C (j−i)($) and $
are also roots of the same factor g(X) of F(X). Then C (j−i)(X) induces an element in Gal(L/K) of
the decomposition field L of g (by X mod g(X) 7→ C (j−i)(X) mod g(X) as in the above point (2)).
Since Gal(L/K) is cyclic of order d, it follows that C (d(j−i))(X) − X ≡ 0 mod g(X) (d := [L : K])
and hence (C (d(j−i))(X) − X, f (X)) 6= 1; this is absurd since d(j − i) ≤ d(m − 1) < dm = n.
Let f (X) = g1(X) · · · gm(X) be the decomposition of f into irreducible factors; possibly after a
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permutation of indices we may assume that C (i−1)($) is a root of gi for every i = 1, . . . ,m and the
conclusion follows by the Chinese Remainder Theorem (since for each i one hasK[X]/(gi(X)) ' L via
X mod gi(X) 7→ C (i−1)($)).
Remark. Assume K = Fp. Since the irreducible factors of f are distinct it follows that m ≤ Lp(d)
where Lp(d) is the number of distinct irreducible polynomials of degree d over Fp.
More generally, forK any finite field and d ≥ 1 we will denote by LK(d) the number of irreducible
polynomials of degree d in K[X]. It follows that if A/K is some polynomially cyclic algebra whose
factors are fields of degree d then [A : K] ≤ dLK(d).
The next theorem shows that any polynomially cyclic algebra admits a ‘‘standard form’’.
Theorem 4. Let (K, f (X), C(X)) define a polynomially cyclic algebra A = K[X]/(f (X)); let L be the
decomposition field of f (X), and d := [L : K] and m := nd .
(1) LetM/K be a cyclic field extension with Gal(M/K) generated by some automorphism τ , let l ≥ 1 and
let S(M, l, τ ) be the K-algebra S(M, l, τ ) =∏li=1M. Define ντ : S(M, l, τ )→ S(M, l, τ ) by
ντ (x1, x2, . . . , xl) = (τ (xl), x1, . . . , xl−1).
Then ντ is an automorphism of K-algebras of order n = l[M : K].
(2) There exists a σ ∈ Gal(L/K) and an isomorphism ϕ : A→ S(L,m, σ ) such that the diagram
A
ϕ→ S(L,m, σ )
ν ↓ ↓ νσ
A
ϕ→ S(L,m, σ )
(8)
is commutative.
(3) Conversely, let B := S(M,m, τ ) be as in (1) and assume that [B : K] ≤ dLK(d). Then there exists a
polynomially cyclic algebra A’ = (K, f ′(X), C ′(X)) such that the conclusion of the above point (2) holds,
i.e. there is an isomorphism between A’ and S(M,m, τ ) such that νA’ corresponds to ντ .
(4) Every polynomially cyclic algebra A has a normal basis, that is there exists an a ∈ A such that
{ν i(a)|i = 0, . . . , n} is a K-basis for A.
Point (1) is straightforward. Point (2) follows immediately from point (4) in the previous theorem
by taking σ as the automorphism of L induced by $ 7→ C (d)($) and applying the Chinese
Remainder Theorem to a decomposition of f into irreducible factors (recall that f is separable and
the decomposition field of each factor is L by (1) in the previous theorem).
(3) By the cardinality hypothesis, one can choose ω1, . . . , ωl that are primitive elements for L/K
and which give rise to disjoint galois orbits. Then one can find a polynomial C ′(X) ∈ K[X] such that
C ′(ωi) = ωi+1, i = 1, . . . , l− 1, and C ′(ωl) = τ(ω1). It follows that the polynomial
f ′(X) :=
∏
i=1
∏
g∈Gal(M/K)
(X − g(ωi))
is cyclic with cyclicity factor C ′(X).
(4) It suffices to show this forA in "standard form",A = S(L,m, σ ). Fix an element θ that generates
a normal basis for L/K; then the element (θ, 0, . . . , 0) generates a normal basis for A.
Eventually, we show that polynomially cyclic algebras preserve some properties of cyclic
extensions of fields.
Theorem 5. Let A = K[X]/ (f (X)) be a polynomially cyclic algebra.
(1) Let K˜/K be a field extension. Then A˜ := A ⊗K K˜ is a polynomially cyclic K˜-algebra and there is a
canonical isomorphism Gal(˜A/K˜) ' Gal(A/K).
(2) Let H ⊂ Gal(A/K) be a subgroup. Then the subalgebra of H-invariants
AH := {a ∈ A|h(a) = a,∀h ∈ H}
has dimension equal to the index of H in Gal(A/K) and is polynomially cyclic too. Moreover, one has a
canonical isomorphism Gal(AH/K) ' Gal(A/K)/H.
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(1) follows from the isomorphism
K[X]/(f (X))⊗K K˜ ' K˜[X]/(f (X))
and the observation that the conditions on the polynomials f and C remain valid under extension of
the field of coefficients.
(2) Again, it suffices to prove it for standard forms. So let A = S(L,m, σ ); let also GK(L) be by
definition the subgroup of Gal(A/K) generated by
(x1, . . . , xm) 7→ (σ (x1), . . . , σ (xm)).
Notice that there is a canonical isomorphism GK(L) ' Gal(L/K). One sees that AH = S(LH ′ ,m′, σˆ )
where H ′ := GL(K) ∩ H, m′ := [H : H ′] and σˆ is the image of σ under the canonical projection
Gal(L/K)→ Gal(L/K)/H ′.
3. Resolvents
We now define Lagrange resolvents in polynomially cyclic algebras. Let A = K[X]/(f (X)) be a
cyclic algebra and Gal(A/K) = 〈ν〉 be its galois group. Let ρ˜ ∈ K be a primitive n-th root of unity with
minimal polynomial R(X) over K[X]. We define
Aρ = A[T ]/(R(T )) and ρ = T mod R(T ) ∈ Aρ . (9)
Note that since Aρ ' A ⊗K K[ρ˜] it follows that Aρ is a cyclic algebra over K[ρ˜]. By a slight
abuse of notation, we will identify Gal(Aρ/K[ρ˜]) with Gal(A/K) via the canonical isomorphism. Let
χ : Gal(A/K) → K[ρ˜] be a multiplicative character. For α ∈ A we define the Lagrange resolvent
(χ, α) by
(χ, α) =
∑
σ∈Gal(A/K)
χ(σ)σ (α) =
n∑
i=1
χ(ν)iν(i)(α) ∈ Aρ . (10)
Next we deduce some properties of Lagrange resolvents.
Theorem 6. Let χ, χ ′ be two characters and σ ∈ Gal(A/K). Then
σ(χ, α) = χ−1(σ )(χ, α). (11)
If χ has order r then
(χ, α)r ∈ K[ρ˜]. (12)
Moreover,
(χ, α) · (χ ′, α)
(χ · χ ′, α) ∈ K[ρ˜] if (χ · χ
′, α) ∈ A∗. (13)
If K is a finite field with q = pa elements, letting φq ∈ Gal(A/K), x 7→ xq, then
(χ, α)q = χ−q(φq)(χ q, α). (14)
The identity (11) is a classical computation. Next, using (11) and the invariance of ρ under ν we find
ν
(
(χ, α)r
) = χ−r(ν) · (χ, α)r = (χ, α)r ,
so (χ, α)r is fixed by ν. Recall that Aρ is a polynomially cyclic algebra over K[ρ˜], so K[ρ˜] = {x ∈
Aρ |ν(x) = x}; the relation (12) follows. The relation (13) is proved similarly.
The proof of (14) is also by direct computation:
(χ, α)q =
(∑
σ∈G
χ(σ)σ (α)
)q
=
∑
σ∈G
χ q(σ )σ
(
φq(α)
)
= χ−q(φq) ·
∑
τ∈G
χ q(τ ) · τ(α) = χ−q(φq) · (χ q, α).
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We give next an application of the resolvents. Consider the situation in which Ai := (K, fi(X),
Ci(X)), i = 1, 2, are two isomorphic polynomially cyclic K-algebras of degree n and assume that
we want to get an explicit isomorphism between them.
Let ωi = X mod fi(X) ∈ Ai, denote by νi the automorphisms induced by Ci(X) and let also
Gi := GalAi/K(=< νi >). Let ϕ : A1 → A2 be an isomorphism that verifies ϕ ◦ ν1 = ν2 ◦ ϕ and
is given by
ϕ(ω1) =
n∑
j=1
cjν
(j)
2 (ω2) with cj ∈ K. (15)
The means for computing the coefficients cj in expression (15) with the help of resolvents is given in
the following:
Lemma 1. Let Ai be two isomorphic cyclicK-algebras as above and suppose that the isomorphism is given
by (15). Let ρ˜ ∈ K be a primitive n-th root of unity andK[ρ],Ai,ρ be defined by (9). Let χi : Gi →< ρ >
be two characters such that χ1(ν1) = χ2(ν2). Then there exists β(χ2) ∈ K[ρ˜] such that
ϕ ((χ1, ω1)) = (χ2, ω2) · β(χ2). (16)
Notice first that ϕ has a canonical extension to an isomorphism between A1,ρ andA2,ρ ; wewill denote
this extension by the same letter. From (15) we find
ϕ ((χ1, ω1)) = ϕ
(
n∑
k=1
χ k1 (ν1) · ν(k)1 (ω1)
)
=
n∑
k=1
ϕ(χ k1 (ν1)) · ϕ
(
ν
(k)
1 (ω1)
)
=
n∑
k=1
χ k2 (ν2) ·
(
n∑
j=1
cj · ν(j+k)2 (ω2)
)
=
n∑
j=1
cj · χ−12 (ν(j)2 ) ·
n∑
l=1
χ2(ν2)
l · ν(l)2 (ω2)
= β(χ2) · (χ2, ω2).
The lemma can be used to compute the coefficients cj as follows. Assume that for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1
one has a character χ2,i with χ2,i(ν2) = ρ i and β(χ2,i) is known for these characters. Inserting the
definition of β , one obtains
β(χ2,i) =
n∑
j=1
cj · χ−12,i (ν j) =
n∑
j=1
cj · ρ i·j, i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1, (17)
which yields a linear system with Vandermonde matrix M = (ρ i·j)n−1i,j=0. By a simple computation,
(det(M))2 = nn, and since (n, p) = 1, it follows thatM is regular.
Now if r is the order of some character χ2 and (χ2, ω2) 6= 0, since (χ1, ω1)r , (χ2, ω2)r ∈ K[ρ˜] one
has β(χ2)r = (χ1,ω1)r(χ2,ω2)r (notice that since polynomially cyclic algebras are reduced, from (χ2, ω2) 6= 0
we get (χ2, ω2)r 6= 0). The terms on both sides are elements of K[ρ˜] and one is led to solve
Y r = (χ1, ω1)
r
(χ2, ω2)r
, Y ∈ K[ρ˜].
Over finite fields, this can be done with algorithms such as the ones in Huang (1985) or (Mihăilescu,
1997). The computation yields β(χ2) up to the r-th roots of unity. Once the value of β(χ2) is chosen
for a fixed character χ2, the relation (13) allows us to find the values of β(χ2,i) without further
computation of r-th roots. Herewith, ϕ is determined up to a cyclic permutation of the coefficients
cj or equivalently, an automorphism of A2.
The computation may be done by first using characters of order r||(`− 1), with r a prime power,
and then assembling the results bymeans of the analogues of Jacobi sums given in (13). The advantage
of this procedure is that computations of a Frobenius (power p exponentiations) are required in the
smaller extensions of degree ϕ(r) of K rather than in one extension of degree ϕ(`− 1).
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4. Applications to the SEA algorithm
4.1. The Elkies case
We recall the setup: the discriminant∆ = t2−4p of (2) being defined in the introduction, we have(
∆
`
) = 1 and there is an eigenpoint P ∈ E[`] with respect to which the polynomial EP(X) ∈ Fp[X] is
given by (5). We wish to compute the corresponding eigenvalue, i.e. λ ∈ F×` such that φp(P) = [λ]P .
Let A := FP [X]/(EP(X)); we saw that this is a polynomially cyclic algebra with Gal(A/Fp) a cyclic
group of order (l−1)/2 and with the cyclicity factor C(X) = mc(X) defined above; the choice of C(X)
induces an isomorphism Gal(A/Fp) ' F×` /{−1, 1}. Let ρ˜ ∈ Fp be an (` − 1)/2-th root of unity with
minimal polynomial R(X) over Fp and let
χ : F×` /{−1, 1} → Fp[ρ˜]
be a multiplicative character. Letting Θ = (X mod EP(X)) ∈ A, recall the Lagrange resolvent
(χ,Θ) ∈ A[X]/(R(X)), which is in this case
(χ,Θ) =
(
(`−1)/2∑
a=1
χ(a) ·ma(Θ)
)
(18)
For simplicity of notation we will set τ(χ) := (χ,Θ), an elliptic Gauss sum.
Let q||(`− 1)/2 be an odd prime power and define
sk =
(`−1)/(2q)∑
i=1
C (qi+k)(Θ), k = 0, 1, . . . , q− 1.
If χ is a character of order q, letting χ(c) = ξ we get
τ(χ) =
q−1∑
k=0
ξ k · sk.
Consider the subgroup Hq ⊂ Gal(A/Fp) of the q-th powers; then sk ∈ AHq . Relation (14) becomes
τ(χ)p = χ−p(λ)τ (χp).
Let the Euclidean division of p by q yield p = vq+ r; then, we have
τ(χ)r
τ(χ r)
· (τ(χ)q)v = χ−p(λ).
Let λ = cu(λ). The last relation allows an efficient computation of u(λ) mod q, since this index is
determined by the character value on the right hand side of the equality. Note that by (13) and
(12) we have τ(χ)
r
τ(χ r ) , τ (χ)
q ∈ Fp[ξ ], so the exponentiation takes place in an extension of degree
[Fp[ξ ] : Fp] ≤ ϕ(q). The sums sk can be evaluated by a binary addition chain for (` − 1)/(2q), using
the cyclicity factor. This appreciably reduces the number of evaluations of multiplication polynomials
ma(X). The odd part of the index u(λ) can be determined in this way.
For the even part, one proceeds similarly, taking the Y -coordinates into consideration and using
characters of order q = 2m, m = v2((`− 1)/2).
In the earlier implementations of the Elkies algorithm, the eigenvalue λ is determined by
computing Θp ∈ A and then finding, essentially by discrete logarithms, the value λ such that
gλ(Θ) = Θp; the evaluation of the Frobenius in A dominates the computation. The new approach
allows us to reduce this step to several exponentiations of comparable size in extensions of degree
≤ ϕ(q), where the q are all the maximal prime powers dividing `− 1.
We refer the reader to the implementation report (Mihăilescu et al., 2007) for algorithmic details
concerning the computation of the traces sk, in particular when working with the Y -coordinate sums.
Implementation results and run time complexity are also revealed in that paper.
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4.2. The Atkin case
We first recall the following observation (essentially due to Atkin; see e.g. Schoof (1995)): If ` is an
Atkin prime then the polynomialΦ`(X) has equal degree factorization and if s is the number of factors
then
(−1)s =
(p
`
)
.
As a consequence we have:
Lemma 2. In the assumptions of 4.2, if h(X) is an irreducible factor ofΦ`(X) over Fp, K = Fp[X]/(h(X))
and `× = (−1
`
) · `, then `× is a square inK. Let L/Fp be the smallest field containing a primitive `-th root
of unity. Then K ∩ L = Fp[
√
`
×].
By quadratic reciprocitywe have (−1)s = ( p
`
) = ( `×p ). If s is odd, then Fp[√`×] = Fp2 . We show that
it is equal to the intersectionK∩L. The irreducible factors ofΦ`(X)have the even degree r = (`+1)/s.
In particularK ⊃ Fp[
√
`×]. On the other hand, the `-th cyclotomic polynomial has degree `−1; hence
its irreducible factors over Fp have degree dividing `− 1, so d := [L : Fp] | (`− 1) and d = ord`(p),
the order of p in F×` . From (`− 1, `+ 1) = 2 we deduce thatK∩ L ⊂ Fp2 . This settles the case when
s is odd.
If s is evenwemust show thatK∩L = Fp.We distinguish the cases ` ≡ ±1 mod 4; if ` ≡ 1 mod 4,
then [K : Fp] is odd, so the assertion is true. If ` ≡ 3 mod 4, since
( p
`
) = 1, we have ord`(p) | `−12 , so
d is odd and we have K ∩ L = Fp in this case too.
Let h(X) be an irreducible factor of Φ`(X) and let K = Fp[X]/(h(X)). If P ∈ E[`], P 6= O, is any
point, we let E(X) = EP(X) ∈ K[X] be defined by (5) with respect to P and let L be the splitting field
of E(X).
Let A1 = K[X]/(E(X)) and Θ = X mod E(X) ∈ A1. Let n = (` − 1)/2 and k = [L : K]. We have
seen that A1 is a polynomially cyclic algebra.
Notice that the galois group G1 = Gal(A1/K) can be canonically identified with F∗`/{±1}; letting
c be some fixed generator of F∗` we see that the cyclicity factor is C1(X) = mc(X).
Let G2 =
{
x ∈ F×` :
( x
`
) = 1} and ζ ∈ Fp be a primitive `-th root of unity. Lemma 2 implies that
the polynomial Q (X) = ∏a∈G2 (X − ζ a) ∈ K[X] and we showed that the algebra A2 = K[X]/(Q (X))
is cyclic with cyclicity factor C2(X) = Xd (where d = c2) and galois group canonically isomorphic to
G2. Note that the polynomial Q (X) depends upon the choice of
√
`× =∑a∈G2 ζ a ∈ K.
Lemma 3. The K-algebras A1,A2 are isomorphic.
Let r = [K : Fp]; recall that ifM ⊃ K is a finite field then
[M : K] = min{m : φrmp (x) = x for all x ∈ M}. (19)
It is enough to show that the factors appearing in the decompositions ofA1 andA2 as products of fields
are isomorphic. We first consider A1; since E(X) ∈ K[X], all the conjugates of Px over K are among
the X-coordinates of its multiples. By the theorem of Schoof, there is an a ∈ F×` with a2 = p and such
that φrp(P) = [a]P for all P ∈ E[l]. Let L1 be any field that is a factor of A1; then
[L1 : K] = min{m : φrmp (Px) = Px} = min{m : ([am]P)x = Px}
= min{m : [am]P = ±P} = ordG1(a)
Similarly, for A2 we see that for any factor field L2 one has
[L2 : K] = min{m′ : pm′r ≡ ±1 mod `}.
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Thus [L2 : K] = ordG2(pr). The groups G1 and G2 are isomorphic via the map g 7→ g2. As K ∩ L =
Fp[
√
`
×] from Lemma 2 it follows that (r, ordG2(p)) = 1, so ordG2(p) = ordG2(pr). Since a2 = p it
follows that
[L1 : K] = ordG1(a) = ordG2(p) = ordG2(pr) = [L2 : K],
so A1 and A2 are isomorphic as K-algebras.
Eventually, one can use Lemma 1 to build up an explicit isomorphismµ between the two algebras
above.
Returning to the computation of t , letQ , R ∈ E be defined byQ = φp(P), R = φp(Q )⊕[p]P (where
⊕ denotes addition in E ). One has to solve the following discrete logarithm problem:
R = [t]Q .
Let now L be the decomposition field of f`(X); notice that there is a morphism ofK-algebrasψ : L→
A1.We consider the equation (in t)ψ(Rx) = gt(ψ(Qx)); applyingµ to this equation, we get a discrete
logarithm problem in A2 which amounts eventually to a simple comparison of coefficients. Thus the
value of t is determined up to a sign; the value of the sign is determined – as in Elkies case – by taking
also the Y -coordinates into account. This approach is particularly interesting, when combined with
the use of traces in the algebraA = Fp[X]/Φ`(X): then, at the price of one evaluation of the Frobenius
inA, one may compute the discrete logarithm in the Atkin case also by using arithmetic in extensions
of degree smaller than ` + 1. This will appreciably reduce the difference in run times for computing
eigenvalues in the Elkies and Atkin cases.
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